
 
 
 

 
PRESS RELEASE no. 26 
Czech Television offering live broadcasts from Barum rally 
 
Barum Czech Rally Zlín has long enjoyed high interest from Czech and foreign media. Thanks to 
this interest, photographers' images and TV broadcasts from Zlín go worldwide, not only to rally 
fans. The promoter of the FIA European Rally Championship plays a leading role in this respect 
through its paid platform WRC+ All Live. This year, the public broadcaster Czech Television will 
also offer a large portion of broadcasts. 
 
If you're not going down to the stages, you'll be delighted to know that Czech Television has 
managed to provide enough space for live broadcasts from the Barum rally. After years, we will 
hear the most popular Czech rally again with Czech commentary. "Czech Television has 
managed to negotiate four hours of live streaming with the promoter. Czech fans will see 
and hear Czech commentary from Friday's city special stage, followed by SS 6 Kateřinice 
and SS 7 Troják on Saturday. On Sunday, fans will see the second passing of the legendary 
Pindula section," specified Ing. Jan Regner, Clerk of the Course of Barum Czech Rally Zlín. 
 
The live broadcasts will be hosted by ČT Sport with Jiří Zíta and rally expert Petr Eliáš behind the 
commentary desk. Both well-known faces need no more introduction as they are experienced 
hosts of many motorsport programmes. You can look forward to high quality information, 
combined with backstage details from the rally. Czech Television will also offer several live 
commented reports from Friday to Sunday. 
 
If you are interested in rally or its establishment in detail, do not miss the programme Rally Behind 
the Curtain. In five episodes, you will learn how challenging it is to organize a competition at 
European level and what the event organiser has to arrange for the main players in the racing 
vehicles, but also for the fans of this beautiful sport. Martin Vichnar will guide you through the 
programme. If you miss anything from the broadcast, do not be sad, you can find the complete 
broadcast of Czech Television in the video archive iVysilání.cz. 
 
CT Sport live broadcasting programme from Barum Czech Rally Zlín 
Friday, 18 August: 10:15 pm SSS Zlín (ČT sport Plus from 10 pm) 
Saturday, 19 August: 4:10 pm SS 6 Kateřinice, SS 7 Troják 
Sunday, 20 August: 2:05 pm SS 12 Pindula  
 
More information available at www.czechrally.com and don't forget to follow Barum rally on the 
official Facebook, Instagram, Twitter accounts and other press information. 
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